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In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, global vaccine campaigns are a mass vaccination
intervention conducted through routine service provision for individuals who have reached a
speciﬁed age. However, obtaining a high uptake rate to reach herd immunity may be
undermined by various social motivations. To scrutinize the practical and dynamic strategies
for a successful vaccination campaign, we map out the determinants that exacerbate vaccine
hesitancy by leveraging the capacity of rich metadata from Twitter. Here, we uncover the
collective propensities underlying dynamic social motivations and the uneven distribution of
vaccines across the globe. Our ﬁndings suggest that proﬁling the status quo of public perceptions and engaging in introspection about vaccine-promoting policies in due course are
integral components of preparedness against the ongoing pandemic. Simultaneously, we
propose several recommendations to remind governments of the importance of building
conﬁdence in vaccination in a targeted way, and we assert that national barriers should be
abandoned and that international responsibility should be assumed.
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Introduction
he coevolution of science and vaccine-promoting policies
during an epidemic is a long-standing concern (Yin et al.,
2021). However, our systematic understanding of the factors inﬂuencing the success of global vaccination remains limited,
which may undermine global vaccination efforts to curb vaccinepreventable diseases. In the ongoing ﬁght against the COVID-19
pandemic, vaccine hesitancy has emerged as a signiﬁcant public
health problem, topping the list of threats to global health (WHO,
2019). We must confront the fact that we need a more nuanced
approach to mapping out the factors that exacerbate the lack of
willingness to be vaccinated or anti-vaccination movements and
reconcile our preparedness policies to address such societal disparities in due course.
We are now facing the ongoing priority of vaccination promotion, which requires dynamic and pertinent strategies to
increase conﬁdence in the new COVID-19 vaccines (Volpp et al.,
2021). Conversely, inappropriate policies without scientiﬁc
insights will affect how long it takes to achieve herd immunity
across the globe (Forman et al., 2021). Crucially, unveiling the
underlying social motivations of social mobilization is a keystone
in dynamically regulating scientiﬁc decisions to bridge the gaps in
societal disparities in COVID-19 vaccination. A growing number
of recent studies have investigated the willingness to be vaccinated and the propagation of anti-vaccination movements in
several countries (Murphy et al., 2021; Bradshaw et al., 2020;
Edelstein et al., 2020) and have identiﬁed demographic, socioeconomic, and behavioural factors that are linked with vaccine
acceptance (Kalam et al., 2021). The inﬂuential factors include
gender, age and marital status (Al-Mohaithef and Padhi, 2020);
level of education and ethnic origin (Edelstein et al., 2020; Bell
et al., 2020); psychological factors and beliefs (Burki, 2020); and
previous vaccination (Szilagyi et al., 2021). Moreover, previous
survey results indicate that growing concerns over the efﬁcacy
and safety of vaccines, misinformation and declining levels of
public trust in politics may reshape vaccine risk perceptions of the
public (Lazarus et al., 2021; Knipe et al., 2020; Larson, 2018;
Zhang et al., 2019), which have been considered inﬂuential
determinants of lower levels of acceptance (Lin et al., 2020). As a
part of local and global immunization efforts, we need to think
globally and act locally: Can the new vaccines be rapidly produced
in various countries meet the standards? (Dodd et al., 2021). Do
certain policies draw on unvetted and unsubstantiated evidence?
What is the most urgent priority in addressing the public’s mistrust of vaccines? How should vaccines be allocated to achieve
herd immunity? (Roope et al., 2020). To answer these open
questions, actors from each government should have open minds
to modestly engage in introspection and rededicate themselves to
leverage the full strength of vaccine policies (DeRoo et al., 2020).
Substantial global vaccine policies are grounded in scientiﬁc
insights into the proﬁling of public perceptions of vaccines.
Hence, the attitudes of vaccinating groups towards COVID-19
vaccines are a global concern that has arisen in many places in
Europe, Asia and America, such as the USA (Loomba et al.,
2021), the UK (Loomba et al., 2021), Spain (Eguia et al., 2021),
Chile (Cerda and García, 2021) and China (Chen et al., 2021; Yin
et al., 2021). From a national perspective, in different countries,
there is a high degree of heterogeneity in the public’s opinions of
vaccines (Dodd et al., 2021). Gaps in vaccine coverage across
countries could potentially undermine global efforts against the
pandemic and delay the ensuing societal and economic recovery.
Currently, as large-scale societal labs, social media continue to
stockpile seminal patterns of both individual and collective
behaviours that go far beyond engaging in personal gossip
(Mourad et al., 2020). Rich collections of digital social imprints
are formidable proxies for determining the dynamic patterns of
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practical appeal. Hence, it is necessary to understand the social
motivations of respondents in the global vaccination debate on
Twitter.
To that end, this globally based study aims to articulate the
paradigm of public engagement in COVID-19 vaccination to
scrutinize the practical and dynamic strategies of preparedness to
mitigate the pandemic. This study uncovers the collective propensities in social behaviours and reveals the variations in social
motivations for global vaccination to assist authorities in making
scientiﬁc and dynamic decisions.
Methods
Twitter is thought of as a natural behavioural experiment that
proﬁles social responses to global vaccination. As one of the ten
most visited websites on the internet worldwide, it is a crucial
public opinion battleﬁeld. In this study, after deweighting, we
used the Twitter application programming interface (API) to
retrieve and collect more than 19 million Twitter messages posted
worldwide from November 2020 to April 2021. Through word
frequency statistical analysis and manual induction, we obtained
some topics that Twitter users paid more attention to, such as
side effects, vaccine diplomacy, variants and so on; established a
topic-based codebook suitable for our research; and further
depicted public opinion transmission with regard to vaccinerelated topics. The sampling of original metadata, the sample
sizes of the data and the keyword codebook are included in
Supplementary Tables S1, S2 and S3.
Model for measuring the dimensions of vaccination. To locate
the concrete dimensions that impact global vaccination, we utilized the Shapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) model (Rodríguez-Pérez and Bajorath, 2020) and gradient boosting decision
trees (GBDT) (Friedman, 2001) to calculate the contribution of
keywords on Google Trends to vaccination topics and to indirectly reﬂect global opinions towards vaccination after people
receive speciﬁc rich information.
In the interpretability of the model and the context of activity
predictions, SHAP values can be rationalized as a fair or
reasonable allocation of the importance of a feature given a
particular model output (Rodríguez-Pérez and Bajorath, 2020).
Accordingly, SHAP values represent estimates of feature
importance (magnitude of the contribution) as well as the
direction (sign). The SHAP model interprets the predicted value
of the model as the sum of the attributed values of each input
feature, which is expressed as
g ðx0 Þ ¼ ;0 þ ∑M
j¼1 ;j ;

ð1Þ

where g is the explanatory model and x′ represents the structured
data. M is the number of input features, ;i 2 R is the attribution
value (SHAP value) of each feature, and ∅0 is the constant of the
explanatory model.
In light of the experiment (Lundberg et al., 2018), SHAP values
consistently attribute feature importance, better align with human
intuition, and better recover inﬂuential features. In addition,
GBDT, such as extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) (Chen and
Guestrin, 2016) and categorical feature gradient boosting
(CatBoost) (Dorogush et al., 2017), have been widely applied in
various ﬁelds in recent years (Xiao et al., 2017; Xia et al., 2017)
and possess the beneﬁts of capturing interactions among features
without explicitly deﬁning them. Therefore, by combining the
SHAP value method with GBDT models, it is possible to provide
a detailed explanation of the contribution to vaccination topics
(Meng et al., 2021). The theoretical descriptions of the SHAP
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Fig. 1 The landscape of public opinion transmission with regard to vaccine-related topics. a The dynamic landscape of global opinion transmission could
be divided into three stages that include the following topics: different groups of people (green), side effects (blue), politicians (red), vaccine diplomacy
(magenta), variants (cyan), and other topics (grey). The size of the dots denotes the degree of topic discussion. The lines between the dots represent the
mutual inﬂuence across different topics. b The number of tweets involved in different topics. Data were retrieved between 27 November 2020 and 19 April
2021. Topics were categorized based on the keywords in tweets (see the SI).

scale, GBDT models and keywords are included in the
Supplementary Information.
Model of global emotional response. In addition to our focus on
global opinions on vaccination, we assessed the overall and ﬁnegained levels of collective emotions. We used multidimensional
sentiment analysis to calculate the emotional classiﬁcation of
different dimensions of Twitter data based on bidirectional
encoder representations from transformers (BERT) (Devlin et al.,
2019). As a pretrained language model, BERT has shown its
effectiveness in language representation and feature engineering,
which is considered a great breakthrough in the ﬁeld of natural
language processing (NLP), refreshing the best results for 11 NLP
tasks (Sun et al., 2019). Therefore, by making use of BERT, we
could better identify ﬁne-grained emotions of speciﬁc aspects
related to vaccination. We utilized a ﬁve-layer structure for
emotion analysis, including a word embedding layer based on
BERT, a sequential layer for capturing semantic context, a
bidirectional long short-term memory (LSTM) layer, a fully
connected layer based on rectiﬁed linear units (ReLU) (Xavier
et al., 2011) and a softmax layer to obtain the ﬁnal emotional
polarity.
Furthermore, we operationalized normalized mutual information (NMI) (Danon et al., 2005) as concrete indicators to assess
the probable relationship between public emotions and vaccination. For two different types of A and B, the element of N, Nij, is
the number of nodes in real community i that appear in found
community j. A measure of similarity between the partitions,
based on information theory, is then obtained:


CA
CB
2∑i¼1
∑j¼1
Nij log Nij N=Ni: N:j

 ; ð2Þ
I ðA; BÞ ¼

CA
CB
∑i¼1
Ni: log Ni: =N þ ∑j¼1
N:j log N:j =N
where the number of real communities is denoted by CA and the
number of found communities is denoted by CB. The sum over
row i of matrix Nij is denoted by Ni., and the sum over column j is
denoted by N.j. The theoretical descriptions of the scale of
emotion analysis and NMI are included in the SI. The sample
sizes of the data are included in Supplementary Table S4.

Results
Vaccine-related topics on Twitter. People’s attitudes towards
vaccination always vary with different events, and the pattern of
diversity, which is still unknown, is crucial for policy making. To
ﬁll these gaps, we reveal the implications of the public voice
embedded in online behaviours. With an average of 199 million
daily active users (Business of apps, 2021). Twitter can be
regarded as a social experiment (Hofman et al., 2021). Compared
with traditional media, netizen responses are highly contingent
on sociocultural structures (Gigerenzer et al., 2011), which could
reﬂect human behaviours. That is, the transmission of topics on
Twitter can be inferred to collective human behaviours.
According to the butterﬂy effect, even seemingly minor aspects of
response can shape individual behaviours and scale up to a
notable paradigm in collective human behaviours (Lorenz-Spreen
et al., 2020). In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, by
leveraging rich metadata from Twitter (19 million tweets covering
at least 20 countries), we reveal the paradigm shifts in global
public opinion on the hottest vaccine-related topics.
People have reached a consensus on health policies, which need
to dynamically adapt to public engagement. Bearing this idea in
mind, we aimed to map out some substantive paradigms as
hallmark references for policy making in a targeted way. In the
ﬁrst stage, the population of netizens last November was divided
based on diverse vaccine-related topics with limited inﬂuences
(Supplementary Fig. S1). Subsequently, the number of tweets
involved in vaccine-related topics dramatically increased over
time. The initial paradigm indicates that the public was engaged
in three main topics: potential side effects (0.948 million, 5%),
politicians (0.981 million, 5.2%) and different groups of people
(e.g., pregnant women, children, obese people) (0.385 million,
2%). In the second stage, the dominant paradigm shifted to the
topics of politicians and vaccine diplomacy. The topic of vaccine
diplomacy (0.055 million, 0.3%) gradually emerged in January
2021, wherein a relative minority of the population was involved
(Fig. 1). At the end of February, SARS-CoV-2 variants—B.1.1.7
(alpha variant), B.1.351 (beta variant), P.1 (gamma variant)
(Mahase, 2021), and B.1.617 (delta variant) (Thompson and
Pickrell, 2021)—began to spread globally, causing a devastating
second wave of COVID-19. Subsequently, in the third stage,
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Fig. 2 The contributions of different dimensions to vaccination topics by SHAP model. We ﬁrst retrieved 2.3 thousand pieces of metadata containing all
data from 31 December 2019 to 19 April 2021 from Google Trends. Then, we utilized the SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) model to estimate the
importance and impact of different dimensions on vaccination topics, which is the abscissa axis. The feature value bar on the right represents the true value
of different dimensions shown on the left (see the SI).

discussions related to the variants (0.099 million, 0.5%) increased
signiﬁcantly, with a tendency to show high diffusion.
Vaccine-related topics on Google Trends indexes. The impact of
many concrete dimensions on global vaccination remains unclear
(Lazarus et al., 2021). Different countries have diversiﬁed
dimensions of concern; however, there are still some common
aspects, and reasonable global policies are the only way to achieve
herd immunity. To examine the pertinent impacts, we further
employed the SHAP model to calculate the contribution of different dimensions on Google Trends indexes to vaccination topics
and to explore the underlying social motivations.
In the wake of COVID-19, vaccination is a prerequisite for
preparedness against the pandemic, without which the result will
be complete failure. Throughout the pandemic, there has been
much attention and opposition to different aspects of vaccination
(Wadman and You, 2017). Hence, it is very challenging to achieve
herd immunity, and in this respect, there is still a long way to go.
We curated 47 keywords and 10 clusters of the hottest topics on
Twitter. Here, two boosting models (CatBoost and XGBoost)
were used to analyse the different contributions to reduce the
impact of model errors. Integrating the results of the two boosting
models, we observe that some consistent paradigms show similar
pro-vaccination attitudes after the people were exposed to
information on certain types of vaccines, related vaccine trials,
vaccine accessibility, the immunity of humans, and certain
organizations (Fig. 2). Admittedly, the volunteers who received
either a trial or a placebo were low-risk (Ewen, 2020), healthy
adults rather than those belonging to high-risk populations (e.g.,
pregnant women (Beate, 2021), obese people (Kwok et al., 2020;
Popkin et al., 2020), syndrome patients (Koirala et al., 2020);
hence, there are also concerns about the safety of different groups
being vaccinated. The public cares very much about the
uncertainties of vaccines, for example, how long the vaccines’
effectiveness will last (SHAP value: −0.31 to 0.23), how the
4

government will distribute vaccines to the public (SHAP value:
−0.49 to 0.44), whether asymptomatic people can be prevented
from spreading the disease (SHAP value: −0.14 to 0.10) and how
well the vaccines work in different groups, especially pregnant
women (SHAP value: −0.17 to 0.10) and children (SHAP value:
−0.06 to 0.05) (Subbaraman, 2021). These dimensions will
become the motivations that affect people’s willingness to be
vaccinated. In particular, side effects, such as blood clotting
(SHAP value: −0.11 to 0.11), autism (SHAP value: −0.16 to 0.13),
and delirium (SHAP value: −0.41 to 0.26), could have
considerable effects on the acceptance of COVID-19 vaccines.
These negative dimensions are vulnerable to becoming driving
forces that result in low global vaccination rates.
Global emotions on Twitter. Spatiotemporal sentiment analysis
is a cutting-edge tool for characterizing the public’s responses to
vaccination. To glimpse the global view to further propose targeted policies, we performed sentiment analysis on rich metadata
from Twitter based on geographical information to reveal the
speciﬁc emotions expressed by people in regard to vaccination.
Based on the expected start time of vaccination in most countries
(Tim, 2020; CNN, 2020), we divided the metadata into two
periods bounded by December 2020. Based on an existing
Twitter data report (Business of apps, 2021; Briggs, 2020), we
extracted the following six typical countries with high user
activity in the metadata: the USA, the UK, Canada, Australia,
France and India.
The different trends of emotional ﬂuctuations could temporally
reﬂect the collective responses to COVID-19 vaccines in speciﬁc
countries (Fig. 3). Speciﬁcally, the emotion of worry over vaccines
in the USA (avg., 57.7%), the UK (avg., 67.3%), Canada (avg.,
60.6%) and Australia (avg., 63.5%) tend to be the same (Fig. 3a). In
part, these countries have similar cultures, geopolitics, and concerns
about vaccines, for instance, side effects (e.g., autism (Geschwind,
2009), blood clotting (Kupferschmidt and Vogel, 2021), myocarditis
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Fig. 3 Collective emotions towards vaccines in six typical countries. a–d The lines denote the different emotions of the countries in Phase I and Phase II.
We divided Phase I and Phase II based on the sampling frequency, which was changed from once every 5 days to 3 times a day for self-veriﬁcation, using
dashed lines and transparency to distinguish. All curves are smoothed by Savitzky–Golay ﬁltering to reconcile the differences in regional time zones. The
results indicate that a higher sampling frequency in Phase II could articulate the nature of the public’s emotional ﬂuctuations. Worry and neutral emotions
generally dominate people’s expressions on Twitter, which is consistent with social sentiments (Hou et al., 2021) (see the SI).

(Kim et al., 2021) and Bell’s palsy (Colella et al., 2021)). In France,
which is a non-English-speaking country, the emotions of worry
and happiness of the population (0.079 million, 0.4%) are much
lower than those of the population in the USA, the UK, Canada and
Australia. Overall, the population in French shows a downward
trend in terms of worry and an upward trend in terms of neutral
emotion. In India, the emotional trends are markedly different from
those in the other countries. People generally show more happiness
than sadness, and positive emotions increased to a peak before midMarch (Michael et al., 2021). Then, positive emotions began to
decline dramatically when the Delta variant (B.1.617) triggered a
new wave of the pandemic with India as the epicenter
(Vaidyanathan, 2021).
Based on the idea that the world is a global community with a
shared future, defeating COVID-19 calls for joint efforts that we all
need to make in due course (Hotez and Narayan, 2021). In the
wake of COVID-19, people always seek assistance from their
domestic government and the international community. In the
context of the current political backlash, uncovering the current
concerns of netizens is crucial for local authorities to make the right
decisions. To ﬁll this gap, we ﬁrst illustrate ﬁne-grained emotions
across countries (Fig. 4). Overall, British citizens, Canadians and
Indians are more likely to express their views on the international
pandemic situation. Comparably, many netizens in some countries,
such as those in the UK, Canada and the USA, worry about what is
happening in their own countries. Interestingly, the majority of
netizens in Australia and India tend to consume international
outlets rather than domestic news, especially outlets based in the
UK, China, Canada and the USA. It can be understood that they
tend to pay close attention to countries with soft power for

vaccination, such as the permanent members of the UN Security
Council or geographically close countries (Pannu and Barry, 2021).
For example, French and Indian populations are mostly concerned
about news updates in the UK and China, respectively. In addition,
Australia is not mentioned much by other countries, partly because
the COVID-19 situation in Australia was very different from that in
other countries (Roberts, 2021).
As vaccination progresses, mapping out the degree of vaccine
hesitancy is crucial for further rolling out vaccines to achieve herd
immunity. Last December, the ﬁrst COVID-19 vaccine from the
pharmaceutical companies Pﬁzer and BioNTech was granted
emergency-use authorization (Ledford et al., 2020). As of August
2021, more than 5 billion doses had been administered worldwide
(Edouard et al., 2021). As a representative indicator, collective
emotional polarity reﬂects the status of vaccine hesitancy, which
may undermine global efforts in regard to vaccine promotion. In
general, the emotions of netizens in the six countries tended to be
stable, with worry, neutral emotion, happiness, love and sadness
having average values of 0.63, 0.59, 0.47, 0.21 and 0.26,
respectively (Fig. 5). The results remind us that public engagement is still a difﬁcult task. Although the positive emotions of
some populations tend to increase (Institute of Global Health
Innovation, 2021), it should not be simply emphasized that the
increase in positive emotions with vaccination means that the
pandemic situation tends to be optimistic.
Global vaccine production capacity and vaccination status.
Vaccines have been proven to be an extremely effective means of
dealing with the pandemic (Le et al., 2020; Haynes et al., 2020).
The accelerated speed of the vaccine development and
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Fig. 4 Sankey diagram of the distributions of public emotions in six typical countries. The netizens of the USA, the UK, Canada, Australia, France and
India (left) are mostly concerned about vaccine-related news beyond their own country (middle). The populations of Australia and India pay more attention
to foreign countries than their own countries. As vaccine-producing countries, the permanent members of the United Nations Security Council are expected
to shoulder more responsibility for ending the COVID-19 pandemic. The trajectories show the dynamic ﬂows of emotional polarities across the countries
(right) (see the sample size in the SI).

vaccination process has heightened people’s anxieties and augmented vaccine hesitancy (Fadda et al., 2020). Global responses to
the roll-out and distribution of vaccines remain unknown.
Simultaneously, the uneven distribution of vaccines has put
vaccine diplomacy on the agenda (Hotez and Narayan, 2021).
Thus, we aimed to reveal people’s opinions of vaccine diplomacy,
which ﬁrst came to public attention in December 2020 on
Twitter. Vaccine diplomacy is vulnerable to becoming a diplomatic strategy on the bilateral table for politicians. We arranged
and plotted the situation of the estimated vaccine production
capacity and vaccination status (Fig. 6).
At present, in the international community, several countries,
including China, the United States, Russia, the United Kingdom,
Australia, Canada, and India, have developed COVID-19 vaccines
(Supplementary Fig. S4). Most countries have adopted multiple
research methods simultaneously to ensure the speed and effect of
vaccine research. China and the USA are conducting nearly 20
vaccine trials simultaneously, and the USA has the largest vaccine
production capacity (Fig. 6). The USA and the UK have high
productivity, high vaccination coverage and large export coverage
(Supplementary Fig. S5), which indicates that productivity is
positively correlated with national power (Pannu and Barry,
2021). Comparably, the total vaccination numbers of China and
the USA are very high, which reﬂects the strong execution
capability of the governments of these countries. In contrast, lowand middle-income countries (LMICs) are mostly left behind by
developed communities (Holder, 2021) and are devoid of
vaccines. Hence, the complex bottlenecks in the allocation of
approved vaccines require urgent attention.
Discussion
We conducted a study on the real-time public awareness of and
behavioural responses to COVID-19 vaccines and global
6

vaccination from November 2020 to April 2021, utilizing rich
random-sampling metadata from Twitter (more than 19 million
messages after deweighting). This study reveals the nature of the
public opinion landscape and the underlying motivations behind
the paradigms of public appeals in the context of the COVID-19
vaccination process.
Principal ﬁndings
Diverse topics, different voices. By revealing the paradigm shifts in
global public opinion on the hottest vaccine-related topics, our
results strongly suggest that concerns about vaccine diplomacy
and the different policies of various countries cannot be ignored,
as they may trigger people’s discussion based on nationalism
(Katz et al., 2021), which is consistent with the previous experiment (Lazarus et al., 2020). The ﬁndings also indicate that the
public needs to be aware that the pandemic is global (Li et al.,
2021). Admittedly, in the COVID-19 pandemic, every nation is
relevant. Compared with the ﬁrst stage, currently, the spotlight is
no longer on politicians, which indicates that they could not play
a critical role in vaccination promotion, as expected.
Subsequently, through the results of the third stage, we found
that variant-related topics, regardless of whether there was a
strong positive sentiment, a negative sentiment, or just a general
announcement, could trigger extensive discussion and involve an
increasingly larger population (Tregoning, 2021). Consistent with
the study (Forman et al., 2021), people who are sceptical with
regard to the efﬁcacy of vaccines in resisting new variants
undermine conﬁdence in vaccination and further exacerbate
vaccine hesitancy. The ﬁndings remind us that authorities need to
dynamically formulate policies to prepare for the inﬂuence of
negative information on people and to avoid increasing vaccine
hesitancy. For instance, the Ugandan government drafted
researchers into a COVID-19 scientiﬁc committee to provide
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Fig. 5 Vaccination status in some typical countries and a heatmap of the correlation between vaccination and emotions. a Number of daily vaccinations.
b–g Heatmap of the correlation between vaccination and emotions in the USA, the UK, Canada, India, France, and Australia calculated by the normalized
mutual information method. With the progress of global vaccination, netizens’ emotion of worry has the highest correlation with vaccination (see the SI).

information for and prepare the country’s prevention and
treatment strategy for the pandemic in a timely manner. New
Zealand brought epidemiologists, immunologists and public
health experts into a Technical Advisory Group, which met
twice per week to provide dynamic advice to prevent vaccine
hesitancy (Haldane et al., 2021). The transmission of Twitter

topics represents the public’s expectations for solutions, from
which rules should be found to provide targeted dynamic policies.
Different dimensions of global vaccination. Using the Google
Trends indexes, we conducted a global opinions study on different dimensions of vaccination. People’s intention to receive the
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Fig. 6 Map of the estimated vaccine production capacity and vaccination status. The shades of colour on the map represent the estimated vaccine
production capacity for 2021, and the legends on the map represent cumulative vaccination (vaccination doses per hundred people) through 19 April 2021.

COVID-19 vaccines hinges on complex dimensions, in which the
role of government trust (Lazarus et al., 2020), the medical
industry and vaccine companies all play a part (De Figueiredo
et al., 2020; Davis et al., 2022). The results also indicate that
people always have positive attitudes towards vaccination when
they receive positive information (Hamel et al., 2020). Conversely,
some negative dimensions, such as side effects, are vulnerable to
becoming driving forces that result in low global vaccination
rates. For instance, some people still believe rumours that vaccines cause autism (Geschwind, 2009) and increase the burden on
the immune system. Similar studies in different countries using
different methods have reached the same conclusions that side
effects can diminish people’s willingness to be vaccinated (Cerda
and García, 2021; Paul et al., 2021). Blood clotting disorder has
recently been triggered by vaccinations (Kupferschmidt and
Vogel, 2021), which has aggravated people’s worry and even
caused panic. Additionally, people show different reactions to
news coverage on national topics and their local leaders, especially in Russia and India. Such patterns indicate that as an
integral component of preparedness, it is important to analyse the
concerns and attitudes of people from different countries with
regard to vaccination to achieve global herd immunity as soon as
possible. For example, as the largest buyer of vaccines, India has
already purchased 196 million doses of domestically manufactured vaccines, alleviating people’s potential anxiety about
vaccine distribution. Sri Lanka introduced a hotline for the public
to submit complaints about difﬁculties in receiving essential
services to keep abreast of public needs (Haldane et al., 2021).
Global responses to COVID-19 vaccines. Through rich randomsampling metadata from Twitter, we revealed the speciﬁc emotions expressed by people in regard to vaccination. The results
indicate that populations of some countries, such as the USA, the
UK, Canada and Australia, have certain similarities in their
emotional attitudes towards vaccination (Fig. 3), and in combination with previous survey results (Ward et al., 2020), the
ﬁndings show that emotions related to COVID-19 vaccines are
partly linked to national policies.
8

Regarding the importance of dynamic governmental decisionmaking in a timely manner (Fig. 1), we further determined the
possible negative impacts on social mobilization. After March, the
rapid rise of highly transmissible variants across the globe put the
world on watch again (Callaway, 2021; Mallapaty et al., 2021).
Extending previous survey results (Loomba et al., 2021), our
ﬁndings show that the public’s intention to be vaccinated against
COVID-19 is vulnerable to various external events, especially
when members of the public receive misinformation. For
example, some political ﬁgures (Hornsey et al., 2020; Andrew,
2021), as well as many high-proﬁle partisan media outlets and
social media inﬂuencers (Jeff, 2021), have propagated a great
amount of misinformation harming vaccination promotion. The
reason lies in the tendency of populations to react more strongly
to negative information than to positive information to a certain
extent (Soroka et al., 2019). In this case, misinformation is more
likely to be ampliﬁed and spread. These ﬁndings underscore the
tremendous undertaking of social mobilization, which must
persuade hesitant people to be vaccinated if we are to achieve
herd immunity to return to normalcy. Even then, pro-vaccination
populations who said they would “deﬁnitely or probably” be
vaccinated must follow through, and populations characterized by
vaccine hesitancy or anti-vaccination attitudes who said that they
did not plan to get vaccinated but could change their mind must
be persuaded and motivated to act, which is consistent with the
studies that vaccination willingness shows intertemporal change
(García and García, 2021). Therefore, the looming challenge
implies that the roll-out of pertinent policies is crucial for
increasing vaccine coverage. The WHO has launched an initiative
called “Myth Busters”, in which the organization directly
addresses misconceptions and misinformation (WHO, 2020).
Australia has established strong responses with one voice as the
source for accurate and clear information, partly avoiding the
propagation of misinformation (Böl, 2021).
Simultaneously, due to the knock-on effects of global efforts
to contain the long pandemic, the impact on people’s mental
health cannot be ignored (Kohrt, 2021). It is thought that the
spread of new variants will reshape our routine daily life and
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potentially pose a threat to mental health (Kola et al., 2021). For
example, in just the ﬁrst few months of the pandemic in the
USA, there was a signiﬁcant increase in depression (18% rise)
(Heffner et al., 2021). Women in Chile have been psychologically affected by the COVID-19 pandemic (Cerda and García,
2021). However, it is gratifying that people show more positive
emotions with increasing vaccination rates. This trend is
meaningful for addressing pre-existing mental healthcare needs.
Governments should pay more attention to the implications of
citizens’ mental health and implement psychosocial programmes following the best practices of the WHO and other
international organizations. For instance, the World Psychiatric
Association has published a position paper on the responsibility
of psychiatrists to advocate for the needs of patients to
governments and public health policy agencies in this global
health crisis (Stewart and Appelbaum, 2020).
As a bonus of the experiment of ﬁne-grained emotions across
countries (Fig. 4), the results also reﬂect the many nuances of
current bilateral relations. For instance, Americans generally
worry about the way the Chinese government is ﬁghting against
COVID-19, while they take an open mind to engage in modest
introspection with regard to local preparedness (Nature, 2021).
From a macroscopic perspective, as concrete indicators, these
emotional polarities indicate that the perceptions among
countries are not positive. At present, the current multipolar
interconnected world is far more complex than ever before
(Hotez and Narayan, 2021). All countries should set aside their
differences and ﬁght shoulder to shoulder against this common
threat to health. For instance, the decisive reason for Serbia’s
current success in vaccination is China, which has provided
Serbia with millions of vaccine doses (Von Michael, 2021).
The results of further experiments on the relationship between
emotions and vaccination status reveal that anti-vaccination
attitudes among hesitant groups who have not been vaccinated
for various reasons are harder to shift (Stacy and Kevin, 2021)
(Fig. 5). In particular, the emergence of SARS-CoV-2 variants
(Thompson and Pickrell, 2021) and some potential side effects of
the vaccines, such as blood clotting (Karen, 2021) and
myocarditis (Kim et al., 2021), have further affected hesitant
people’s acceptance of vaccination to a certain extent (Supplementary Fig. S3). Partially vaccinated populations remain hesitant
about the timing of protection, which inﬂuences their decision to
be fully vaccinated (Jillian et al., 2021). In addition, a large
proportion of the vaccinated population reported that they were
uninformed about the need to continue to take prophylactic
measures, including mask wearing and avoiding crowds, which
indicates that inconsistent public health messages are relevant for
COVID-19 vaccine refusal (Paul et al., 2021). This means that
authorities need to make augmented educational efforts to ensure
that each of us is preparing to be fully vaccinated and is following
prophylactic measures. For instance, the National Foundation for
Infectious Diseases in the USA convened a multidisciplinary
expert roundtable and developed a new report, COVID-19
Communications: Promoting Prevention Measures and Vaccine
Conﬁdence, to help leaders across sectors and in the government
communicate effectively and encourage the public to follow
evidence-based public health prevention measures to control the
spread of COVID-19 (NFID, 2021).
Vaccine diplomacy: A challenge to restoring global order. Thus far,
we are still in a dilemma—the vaccine production capacity is
insufﬁcient, and this has become the primary bottleneck in the
global distribution of vaccines (Forman et al., 2021). To address
the allocation of vaccines, on the one hand, wealthy countries
need to abandon vaccine nationalism, which perpetuates the long
history of powerful countries securing vaccines and therapeutics
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at the cost of LMICs (Katz et al., 2021; Adhanom, 2021). On the
other hand, regarding political backlash, the public naturally
expects more from the ﬁve permanent members of the UN
Security Council. Under these circumstances, it is incumbent on
these permanent members to assume greater international
responsibility. Powerful countries, such as the permanent members, must lead by example and carry out effective programmes of
international cooperation and assistance (Mallapaty et al., 2021).
Such cooperation is not only a matter of social justice but also a
sound pragmatic response for ending such a pandemic. At the
same time, it is in part a reﬂection of the importance of ﬁnancing
needs for COVID-19, and consistent with some studies (Neumann et al., 2021), the pandemic might have ended considerably
sooner if effective therapies and vaccine platforms for COVID-19
had been invested in earlier and more widely. Accordingly,
powerful countries need to innovate low-cost manufacturing and
supply chains to expand global production. Decisively controlling
the pandemic requires the provision of billions of vaccines to the
populations of LMICs (Hotez and Narayan, 2021). As Ursula von
der Leyen, president of the European Commission, explained, “A
global pandemic requires a world effort to end it—none of us will
be safe until everyone is safe.” (Ghebreyesus and Leyen, 2020).
Strategies to promote vaccination. Based on the guiding principle of the coevolution of science and vaccine-promoting policy
(Yin et al., 2021), we further emphasize the signiﬁcance of formulating dynamic policies in a timely manner to assist authorities
in making reasonable decisions. The global community has often
proven itself to be unprepared to respond to worldwide health
emergencies that have profound societal and economic implications (Yamada et al., 2016). Hence, we propose the following
recommendations for government action based on the revealed
status quo and other national and international public health
guidance for preparedness for emergencies during vaccine promotion (Table 1).
Oscillating volition of the public. With concrete indicators, our
study is characterized by a striking feature: the collective response
to COVID-19 vaccines is vulnerable to various external events
during the vaccine-promoting process. The public’s intention to
be vaccinated is therefore not static; it is highly responsive to
current information and sentiment around COVID-19 vaccines,
as well as the state of the pandemic and the perceived risk of
contracting the disease. Governments or medical authorities must
be prepared to explain the possible individual consequences of
vaccine-related negative emergencies to the public in a timely
manner to reassure the public.
Crisis behind the high vaccination rates. While large-scale vaccine
rejection threatens global vaccination, large-scale acceptance with
local vaccine rejection can also have negative consequences for
herd immunity. For instance, the UK and the USA already have
high vaccination rates; however, parts of the remaining unvaccinated populations possess a stronger vaccine hesitancy tendency
(El-Mohandes et al., 2021). Simultaneously, populations who
cannot be vaccinated due to medical conditions are constantly
exposed to danger and discrimination, which can occur at any
time without vaccine protection. In contrast, Israel, which has a
high vaccination rate and has sustained a continuous decline in
incidence rates in all age groups (Balicer and Ohana, 2021), may
be crossing over to the other side of the pandemic. However, it is
difﬁcult to extrapolate from the Israeli experience a universally
“safe” vaccine uptake threshold because such a threshold is likely
to be setting speciﬁc. To promote global vaccination to reach herd
immunity thresholds, it is necessary to adopt targeted persuasion
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Table 1 Overview of challenges of and strategies for promoting global vaccination.
Challenges

Strategies

Oscillating volition of the public

Speed of communication is necessary in an emergency.
Public health literacy should be enhanced.
Public health bodies should maintain robust national, subnational, and local epidemiological databases,
updated and reported daily.
There should be targeted persuasion for people with different attitudes.
Mental health outreach services should be expanded.
Appropriate measures should be taken to protect members of vulnerable groups such as the elderly, poor,
migrant, and homeless populations.
The government should do more to clarify misinformation.
Authorities should provide the public health grounds for their decisions.
Pandemic preparedness teams consisting of public health and medical experts should be established to
coordinate national responses.
National barriers should be abandoned, and international responsibilities should be assumed.
More attention should be given to densely populated, low-resource areas.
There should be collaboration with other countries, the WHO, and other international bodies to respond to
the pandemic.

Crisis behind the high vaccination rates

Public mistrust in governments

Imbalanced vaccine distribution

for people with different attitudes towards COVID-19 vaccines.
For those who are still hesitant about vaccines, this means ﬁnding
trusted vaccines or medical advocates to provide education and
communication, partnering with community or opinion leaders,
and overcoming identity hurdles. For those who are still on the
fence, this means further popularizing vaccination knowledge,
creating reminders and salience via social media, creating triggers
to prompt an “act now” mentality, and adding incentives and
convenience. For those who have a positive attitude, this means
ensuring the accessibility and ease of vaccination, for example,
through proactive outreach through call centres and easy-to-use
mobile device apps and electronic health records to expedite
intake at vaccination sites. For those who cannot be vaccinated
due to medical conditions, the government should introduce
strong policies for protection, the community should focus on the
publicity of people with medical conditions and improve the selfprotection awareness of these people, and medical institutions
should allocate more resources to these people.
Public mistrust in governments. Governments are heavily promoting vaccines to achieve vaccination rates, and while this
initiative is reasonably effective, the poor misinformation
response has multiplied the public’s doubts about vaccines.
Misinformation about the pandemic has circulated widely on
social media platforms (Loomba et al. 2021). For example, there is
misinformation that 5 G mobile networks are linked to the virus,
that vaccine trial participants have died after taking a candidate
COVID-19 vaccine, and that the pandemic is a conspiracy or a
bioweapon (Megget, 2020; Pennycook et al. 2020). Governments
should make more efforts to clarify this misinformation. Notably,
misinformation will not disappear because of a strong crackdown
by the government. In contrast, it will become more hidden,
making those who are already involved in the misinformation
more convincing. If misinformation is not properly addressed, the
government’s credibility with the public will be greatly diminished and detrimental to any subsequent policy implemented by
the government. The government cannot just crack down and
obscure misinformation; rather, it should use propaganda tools to
clarify it. To build conﬁdence in vaccination, it is important that
regulators, companies and their research partners keep the promises they have made to ensure transparency, publish data and
engage in an open discussion on those data as they arrive.
Imbalanced vaccine distribution. As permanent members of the
UN Security Council, China, the USA, the UK and Russia have
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made efforts to ﬁght the pandemic. They have carried out vaccine
experiments in many countries or have been recognized by The
Lancet (Logunov et al. 2021; Jones and Roy, 2021). Notably,
although the success of vaccine development has brought victory
in the ﬁght against COVID-19, the distribution of global vaccines
is severely polarized (Mallapaty et al. 2021). Many LMICs are still
experiencing difﬁculties in supplying the vaccine; however, highincome countries (HICs) control almost a billion doses of
COVID-19 vaccines more than they actually need, which has
attracted criticism from LMICs and the international community,
which has said that the actions of HICs have undermined the
efforts of the international community to ﬁght the pandemic and
that the hoarding of vaccines violates declared human rights
commitments (Wouters et al. 2021). Affected by the outbreak, it
is conceivable that many countries are thinking only about their
own vaccine use and are hoarding. However, the international
community is still facing the next wave of the pandemic. With its
rapid international circulation in modern society, the outbreak
will not disappear because of the success of a single country in the
ﬁght against the disease. Abandoning national barriers and
shouldering responsibility, especially in the case of the permanent
members of the UN Security Council, are the foundation of
successfully resisting the COVID-19 pandemic.
Conclusion
In the critical period when a new pandemic wave could undermine global efforts at any time, articulating social paradigms of
collective responses to COVID-19 vaccination is paramount for
achieving herd immunity. With an emphasis on the lens of the
leading social media platform, Twitter, we scrutinized collective
responses to COVID-19 vaccines and pertinent discourses in
sociocultural paradigms to uncover the collective propensities and
potential consequences.
In response to the public’s wavering volition in regard to
vaccination, governments should be prepared to resolutely build
conﬁdence in vaccination and avoid vaccine hesitancy. Simultaneously, despite the high vaccination rates in some HICs, such as
the USA and the UK, the population with anti-vaccination attitudes cannot be ignored, and it is crucial to adopt targeted
measures for people with different opinions towards COVID-19
vaccines. To achieve a global victory against the pandemic,
LMICs where government enforcement is lacking, vaccines are in
short supply and injection rates are low deserve more attention in
the current international confrontation. HICs should shoulder the
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responsibility for global resistance to the pandemic, seeking
cooperation and addressing the intractable problem of vaccine
shortages and injection.
Data availability
Data and code associated with this study are available in the
GitHub (https://github.com/yinfulian/vaccination-campaign.git).
Received: 14 September 2021; Accepted: 24 February 2022;
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A. Data collection
1. Twitter
Twitter is thought of as a natural behaviour experiment that profiles social responses to
global vaccination. As one of the ten most visited websites on the internet worldwide,
it is a crucial public opinion battlefield. As of Q1 2021, Twitter had an average of 199
million daily active users and large amounts of real-time data (Business of apps, 2021),
which can be used to quickly identify public attitudes towards global vaccination as a
way to support health communication and herd immunity.
In this study, after deweighting, we used the Twitter API to retrieve and collect more
than 19 million Twitter messages posted worldwide from November 2020 to April 2021.
Through word frequency statistics and manual induction, we obtained some topics that
Twitter users paid more attention to and established a codebook suitable for our research
(Table S3).
Table S1. A sample of original Twitter data.
content
@DarrenEuronews So, Pfizer
just happened to have the
COVID19 vaccine ready with
all media outlets on deck to
film first vaccine given to 90
year old woman in Ireland? Of
course the media is all over it.
This is some serious corruption
going on. They knew Trump
was ready to release the
vaccine.
Dolly Parton funded a vaccine
and murdered Ru Paul in the
same
calendar
year
https://t.co/8p9wlyxeGF

time
2020-12-08
08:46:40

2020-12-08
08:46:40

location
Sacramento,
CA

UK

id
1336
2307
0589
0689
024

1336
2307
0266
1185
541

screen_name
mamabridgee

Pizza_parties

name
Emmy
Award
WinnerBridget
Mercado

A.C.A.B

2. Google Trends
Google Trends is an analysis tool based on search data launched by Google. By
analysing billions of search data from the Google search engine every day, it tells users
how often a certain keyword or topic is displayed in the Google search engine in various
periods and provides relevant statistics. We utilized Google Trends to obtain the search
index of the keywords in our codebook, preparing for the next step of the experimental
analysis.
B. Description of the method used to produce the landscape of public opinion
transmission
We obtained COVID-19 vaccine-related keywords by calculating the word frequency
of Twitter messages, and we categorized the Twitter data based on these keywords
(Table S3). Additionally, we counted the sample size of the categorized Twitter data
(Table S2).
We counted the number of tweets per day for each topic in chronological order and
normalized these numbers. We utilized Processing, which is a flexible software
sketchbook and a language for learning how to code within the context of the visual
arts, to display the transmission of different topics in chronological order (Fig. S1).
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Table S2. The sample sizes for each topic from November 2020 to April 2021.
Sample size
Number of total tweets
19 million
Topics on Twitter
different groups of people
0.385 million
vaccine diplomacy
0.055 million
politicians
0.981 million
side effects
0.948 million
variants
0.099 million
C. Theoretical description of the scale of the SHAP model
The SHAP method (Rodríguez-Pérez and Bajorath, 2020; Lundberg and Lee, 2017)
connects optimal credit allocation with local explanations using the classic SHAP
values from game theory and their related extensions based on the SHAP value concept
(Shapley, 1953) from game theory (Osborne and Rubinstein, 1994; Young, 1985), and
it can be rationalized as an extension of the local interpretable model-agnostic
explanations (LIME) approach. The SHAP value concept was originally developed to
estimate the importance of an individual player in a collaborative team (Lundberg and
Lee, 2017; Shapley, 1953). This concept aimed to distribute the total gain or payoff
among players, depending on the relative importance of their contributions to the final
outcome of the game. In the interpretability of the model and the context of activity
predictions, SHAP values can also be rationalized as a fair or reasonable allocation of
the importance of a feature given a particular model output (Rodríguez-Pérez and
Bajorath, 2020). Features contribute to the model’s output or prediction with different
magnitudes and signs, which are accounted for by SHAP values. Accordingly, SHAP
values represent estimates of feature importance (magnitude of the contribution) as well
as the direction (sign). Features with a positive sign contribute to the prediction of
activity, whereas features with a negative sign contribute to the prediction of inactivity.
The SHAP model interprets the predicted value of the model as the sum of the
attributed values of each input feature, which is expressed as follows:
𝑔(𝑥 ′ ) = ∅0 + ∑𝑀
𝑗=1 ∅𝑗 ,

(1)

where 𝑔 is the explanatory model and 𝑥 ′ represents the structured data. 𝑀 is the
number of input features, ∅𝑖 ∈ ℝ is the attribution value (SHAP value) of each feature,
and ∅0 is the constant of the explanatory model.
GBDT (Friedman, 2001) is an iterative decision tree algorithm that consists of
multiple decision trees, with the conclusions of all the trees summed up to make the
final answer. Extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) (Chen and Guestrin, 2016) and
categorical feature gradient boosting (CatBoost) (Dorogush et al., 2017) are two
boosting models under the framework of the GBDT algorithm that have better accuracy
and generalization ability.
We utilized the SHAP model and chose two boosting models (XGBoost and
CatBoost) in this paper to calculate the contribution of keywords on Google Trends to
vaccination topics and to indirectly reflect global opinions on vaccination after people
3

receive specific related information, thus locating the concrete dimensions that impact
global vaccination.
However, the SHAP model also has some limitations. First, the dimensions of the
input data should be as complete as possible. We conducted word frequency statistics
on Twitter data and extracted a rich variety of vaccine-related topics by referring to a
wide range of studies to complete our input data dimensions as much as possible. Then,
in theory, the dimensions of the input data of the SHAP model must be orthogonal
(Shapley, 1953); however, in practice, it is difficult to achieve absolute orthogonality.
We tried to avoid overlapping topic crossover when extracting topics to ensure the
validity of the SHAP experiment.
The COVID-19 vaccine-related keywords were obtained by first calculating the word
frequency of Twitter messages and then combining the references to classify 10
categories of topics. Referring to the results of the SHAP experiment, we obtained 47
keywords after screening (Table S3).
Table S3. Classification of SHAP keywords (codebook).
Category

Subdomain

Vaccine
properties

vaccine
trials
vaccine
types

Vaccine
companies

Keywords

Other presentation
(Different spellings with the same meaning.)
vaccine
Vaccine
vaccine
vaccine testing
trial
trial
test
inactivated vaccine
inactivated vaccines
recombinant
protein
vaccine
adenovirus
vector
vaccine
Live
attenuated
influenza vaccine
mRNA vaccine

recombinant protein vaccines

DNA vaccine

DNA vaccines

viral vector vaccine

viral vector vaccines

subunit vaccine

subunit vaccines

Pfizer

pfizer

Moderna

moderna

BioNTech

biontech

CNBG

Sinopharm

Sinovac

sinovac

clinical
trial

adenovirus vector vaccines
live
attenuated
vaccine
RNA vaccine

Live attenuated influenza
vaccines
mRNA vaccines

Bharat Biotech International
Oxford
Vaccine
accessibility

Side effects

AstraZeneca

Dose

dose

doses

vaccine dose

raw
materials
coldchain

raw material
coldchain

cold-chain

distribution

distribution

vaccine distribution

Logistics

logistics

storage

vaccine store

rollout

rollout

side effects

side effects

side effect

allergy

allergy

allergic

autism

autism

delirium

delirium

vaccine
logistics

vaccine transport
vaccine freezer

dementia
4

vaccine doses

vaccine
van

Vaccine
efficacy

Religious
beliefs
Different
groups
people

of

Organizations

Politicians

Nations

blood
clotting
fever

blood clotting

vaccine risk

vaccine risk

vaccine
efficacy

effective
vaccine

efficaciou
s vaccine

vaccine
safety
immunity

safe
vaccine
immunity

long-term
safety
religious
beliefs
asymptomat
ic
pregnancy

safety
concern

vaccine
safe
herd
immune
immunity escape
long-term safety

older people

older people

children
obese
people
high-risk
people
WHO

children

COVAX

COVAX

GAVI

GAVI

NHS
Donald
Trump
Joe Biden
Emmanuel
Macron
Boris
Johnson
Xi Jinping
Justin
Trudeau
Владимир
Владимиро
вич Путин
politician

NHS

China

China

USA

USA

UK

UK

Russia

Russia

France

France

Canada

Canada

India

India

Fever

religion

fever
vaccine
effective

vaccine
effectiven
ess
vaccine safety

religious belief

vaccine
efficaciou
s

immune

vaccine
efficacy

antibody

religious

asymptomatic
pregnancy

pregnant

pregnant woman

obese people
high-risk people
WHO
Covax

Donald Trump
Joe Biden
Emmanuel Macron
Boris Johnson
Xi Jinping
Justin Trudeau
Владимир Владимирович Путин
politician
America

the United States

Britain

England

The
United
Kingdom

D. Theoretical description of the scale of emotion analysis
In this paper, we used multidimensional sentiment analysis to calculate the emotional
classification of different dimensions of Twitter data based on BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019), revealing Twitter users’ attitudes towards various aspects of COVID-19 vaccines.
Compared to the categorical approach, which focuses on sentiment classification such
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as binary classification, the dimensional approach can provide more fine-grained
sentiment analysis.
First, all data, including training, verification and prediction data, were obtained after
data cleaning. We divided Twitter messages according to six major countries based on
the geographic information we gathered. Then, based on the keyword codebook in
Table S3, we divided the Twitter data into 19 dimensions, including vaccine companies,
countries, different groups of people, vaccine diplomacy, distribution, vaccine dose,
vaccine efficacy, immunity, organizations, policy, politicians, rollout, side effects,
vaccine storage, vaccine transport, vaccine names, vaccine trials, vaccine types and
variants.
After sentence segmentation for each tweet, each sentence was processed based on
the special usage of BERT. For example, the sentence “Hello World” was processed
into “[CLS] Hello World [SEP]”. Then, the index was created by the BERT dictionary.
Table S4. The sample sizes of tweets for six countries from November 2020 to April
2021.
Country

USA

UK

Canada

Australia

France

India

Number of total tweets

1.240
million

0.535
million

0.270
million

0.116
million

0.079
million

0.150
million

4086
878
9254
854
22379
73376
82824
19045
26029
29355
5976
18057
20566
3553
1652
20
14439
2245
1253

24028
22558
5361
1455
1697
26544
22442
11239
24780
9359
2078
12556
14382
571
1274
466
10100
4432
1323

6980
7916
1959
407
2783
20156
9896
3681
13666
6677
2038
9487
6214
1443
544
77
3305
1461
877

4057
1379
676
189
595
5745
5649
1717
4519
2955
861
9241
3274
146
294
32
1685
981
345

350
299
223
170
385
4641
1713
628
1747
605
58
779
710
69
130
7
834
151
572

8545
4532
612
986
1008
13393
6328
1797
4259
5304
671
1594
1413
221
396
2122
4034
819
204

Topics among Twitter
vaccine companies
countries
different groups of people
vaccine diplomacy
distribution
vaccine dose
vaccine efficacy
immunity
organizations
policy
politicians
rollout
side effects
vaccine storage
vaccine transport
vaccine names
vaccine trials
vaccine types
variants

We utilized a five-layer structure for sentiment analysis. The first layer was the word
embedding layer. After obtaining the word index, we used the BERT model parameter
file “uncased_L-12_H-768_A-12” to embed each word into a 768-dimensional vector.
The second layer was the sequential layer. Since there is a sequential relationship
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between different words in the sentences, the context semantic relationship is vital for
sentiment analysis. We used the bidirectional LSTM to calculate the hidden state of all
time steps and output to the third layer, which has the same number of neurons as the
previous layer, to obtain the last hidden state, which is regarded as the text
representation. Then, the representation was entered into the ReLU (Xavier et al., 2011),
fully connected layer, which is the nonlinear activation function for capturing longdistance dependency across regions. Finally, the final emotional polarity was obtained
by softmax based on the above results. Although BERT is one of the best models in
NLP, there are still some limitations. For example, updating parameters involves time
and costs, so most people use the BERT model in a fine-tuned way.
After training and validating the model, the accuracy of the model was 83.6%, and
then, the emotions of the collected tweets of different dimensions and from different
countries were predicted. The specific sample size is shown in Table S4. We not only
analysed the overall emotions of the six countries but also obtained fine-grained
emotional results on vaccine-related topics for each country (Fig. S2).
E. Theoretical description of the scale of normalized mutual information
NMI is often used to detect the similarity between the results of the division and the
true partition of a network and to calculate the correct rate (Lancichinetti et al., 2009).
It is based on defining a confusion matrix 𝑁 , where the rows correspond to “real”
communities and the columns correspond to “found” communities. Danon et al. (Danon
et al., 2005) confirmed the reliability of NMI. For two different types of A and B, the
element of 𝑁, 𝑁𝑖𝑗 , is the number of nodes in real community 𝑖 that appear in found
community 𝑗. A measure of similarity between the partitions, based on information
theory, is then as follows:
𝐶

𝐼(𝐴, 𝐵) =

𝐶

𝐴 ∑ 𝐵 𝑁 log(𝑁 𝑁⁄𝑁 𝑁 )
−2 ∑𝑖=1
𝑖𝑗
𝑖. .𝑗
𝑗=1 𝑖𝑗
𝐶

𝐶

𝐴 𝑁 log(𝑁 ⁄𝑁)+∑ 𝐵 𝑁 log(𝑁 ⁄𝑁)
∑𝑖=1
𝑖.
𝑖.
.𝑗
𝑗=1 .𝑗

,

(2)

where the number of real communities is denoted by 𝐶𝐴 and the number of found
communities is denoted by 𝐶𝐵 . The sum over row 𝑖 of matrix 𝑁𝑖𝑗 is denoted by 𝑁𝑖. ,
and the sum over column j is denoted by 𝑁.𝑗 .
If the found partitions are identical to the real communities, then 𝐼(𝐴, 𝐵) takes its
maximum value of 1. If the partition found by the algorithm is totally independent of
the real partition, for example, when the entire network is found to be one community,
then 𝐼(𝐴, 𝐵) = 0.
We normalized the emotional results obtained in the previous section and collected
the real vaccination data of the six countries after normalization as found communities
and real communities to calculate the correlation between vaccination and emotion.
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F. Supplemental figures

Fig. S1 Global opinion transmission with regard to vaccine-related topics. a-e, Five
periods of global opinion transmission from 27 November 2020 to 19 April 2021. The
dynamic landscape of global opinion transmission includes the following topics:
different groups of people (cyan), side effects (blue), vaccine diplomacy (magenta),
politicians (red), and others (grey). The starting point is in the upper right corner, and
the centre is the ending point, in chronological order. The size of the point indicates the
heat of the topic. The lines between them represent the mutual influence between them.
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Fig. S2 The fine-grained public emotions towards vaccine-related aspects. a-f, The
fine-grained emotional results of the USA, the UK, Canada, Australia, France, and India.
The label “1-19” on the abscissa axis represents several of the vaccine’s aspects,
including vaccine companies, countries, different groups of people, vaccine diplomacy,
distribution, vaccine dose, vaccine efficacy, immunity, organizations, policy, politicians,
rollout, side effects, vaccine storage, vaccine transport, vaccine names, vaccine trials,
vaccine types and variants.
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Fig. S3 The correlation between vaccination and emotions over time. a-f, The
correlation between vaccination and emotions in the USA, the UK, Canada, India,
France, and Australia calculated by the normalized mutual information method. The
lines indicate the normalized mutual information results between vaccination and five
emotions over time.
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Fig. S4 Global distribution of vaccine development. The colour bar shows the
number of vaccine development trials. China, the United States, Russia, the United
Kingdom, Australia, Canada, and India have developed COVID-19 vaccines. China and
the USA are conducting nearly 20 vaccine trials.
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Fig. S5 Vaccine export coverage map of permanent member countries of the UN
Security Council (unit: million). a-e, Vaccine exports status of the USA, the UK,
China, Russia, and France. The colour bar indicates the export volume of the countries.
G. Data availability
Data and code associated with this study are available in the GitHub
(https://github.com/yinfulian/vaccination-campaign.git).
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